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Hello,
I am a resident of the Circle B Springs development, by which PGE wishes to ruin our
aesthetics and neighborhood by routing this monstrous antiquated system for transmiitting
power overland with 107 foot towers.
Just the installation process for this project will disrupt our lives in ways no one seems to get.
There is only one single lane road access to this route. Plus there is no off road parking
available. Their vehicles will block our access at any given point and time for the duration of
the installation. This is a private gated community. Our roads are PRIVATE and privately
maintained. Permission to pass through those gates not to mention bringing heavy equipment
to bear on blacktop surfaces never intended for such would bring another expense, (probably
lawsuit) for the repair and or replacement of such. If this project were to move ahead.
Meanwhile the alternate routes bring NO such issues and related grief thiso ne would.
Not to mention the health aspects of living by high tension electrical current, NOT to mention
the DOWN sizing our our properties values.
As there IS a less invasive routing available and with all the push back from Cava Robles RV
park and the Ribboli Wines Im going on record, and did the other night in the city council
meeting whch resulted in a 5 to 0 vote to oppose this route, that I (we) will take ANY action
available to us, class action, individual etc to oppose this.
Putting it underground would be even MORE invasive to our full and complete enjoyment of
our properties (HOMES) which we have every right to expect to do.
I personally will not hesitate to block, interfere with and oppose this route by any means
available to me. Money is no object. Our RIGHTS ARE the object.
That we are still having this dialog seems like grounds enough to file a court action to put
stoppage to the project. An endeavor we will make EVERY effort possible to block, interfere
with and slow, the installation process, should it proceed.
I ask ONE person involved to imagine a 107 foot tall robotic tower within 20 feet of their
driveway???? Circle B springs is an Oasis in the north county. Dominated by a private lake.
My properties value is estimated at over 2M $ currently.
I see many properties turned over to the use of Towers of one kind or another for the
transmission of Internet,wifi, Micro wave and TV reception, to the degradation of their
neighborhood, and associated neglect that those properties suffer as a result.
One reason given for the installation at ALL to happen was as a backup during power
outages? Seriously? With the advent of alternative power options and increased viability and
affordability of using them apparent, that makes this proposal look even MORE foolish and

invasive and proves that PGE is NOT our friend. No surprise.
And my issues here do not even begin to cover the danger that these lines represent, evidenced
by the myriad lawsuits files against PGE due to the epidemic of brush fires blamed on downed
power lines over the recent past.
I am in discussions with the legal department of my Company now as to our options and the
timing involved in implementing them. I and the other 12 CBS's residents are resolved to fight
tooth and nail for the right to keep our properties and neighborhood in the condition they were
in when we choose to build our dreams here. Those dreams did NOT include sizzling (in rain)
high voltage power lines within feet of the places we live and walk and our children play.
In the entire scope of our defense however, we are small players compared to the might that
our corporate neighbors are willing, able, and ready to bring to bear to prevent this travesty.
These monstrous offenses will pass over some of the most beautiful countryside the north
county has to offer, not to mention just a few minutes from town. Bad enough for the
agriculture, IMPOSSIBLE for the residential concerns.
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